WHY IT WORKS
Trainers need training too. Let’s face it; we get bored doing the “same old thing” all the time, and our learners can get bored too. Cutting edge trainers thrive on fresh ideas because energized and excited learners retain more and rate our courses higher!

LEARN HOW TO
You'll experience 20+ adaptable techniques that drive home learning for the participant. Then, discover how each one can be adapted to your courses, cultural climate and even your own personal training style. Just adding a few simple, energizing and stimulating engagements can dramatically increase the return on investment. And, your learners will demand YOU because your training workshops are fun AND productive. The 2-day option allows participants to get video-recorded using the techniques in action and receive valuable feedback after they deliver.

IDEAL FOR
• Trainers
• Facilitators
• Instructional Designers

DURATION
1 - 2 days

AGENDA
DAY 1 & 2
A. Ignite your Engines: On Your Mark, Get Set, Let’s Go!
B. Energize throughout the Training Life Cycle
C. Mastermind Ideas to Enhance Your Workshop
D. Activate Your Learning: Field Test an Engagement of Your Own
E. Launch Your Plan: Prepare to Dynamize Your Workshops

OBJECTIVES
• Be able to deliver 20 trainer techniques
• Identify 2-3 activities to add to an existing training course

FORMAT
In-person
Blended
Virtual

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Dynamize Your Workshops:
Secrets to Energize and Engage

Give us a call when you’re ready to Level Up!
leadstrat.com | 800.824.2850